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Chairwoman’s Report
O

nce again it is a privilege to present our Annual Report highlighting the work and
projects of Operation Hope for the financial year ended 30 June 2020. The
immense and ongoing needs of the Refugees and Displaced people in Kurdistan
continued to be our focus.
By July 2019 displaced Yazidi families from Iraq were entering their 6th year living in
Refugee camps in Kurdistan. With continuing unrest in Syria, many families were fleeing
from Syria across the border into Kurdistan seeking relative safety in the Refugee camps.
According to CCCM Settlement Status Report of UNHCR in November 2017, the total
number of operational camps in Iraq was 75 with 23 of the camps located in the Duhok
Province, (where most of our projects are based). The Duhok province hosts 68% of all
Displaced camps in Kurdistan and Iraq. The number of displaced people living in Duhok
camps is 168,972 people. Due to the outbreak of civil war in Syria, more than 246,974
(80,779 households) Syrian refugees migrated to Iraq, with 97 percent in the Kurdistan
region of Iraq†. With such large numbers of refugees and displaced people living in the
Duhok province we have continued to focus on projects that benefit the largest number
of these people.
Following our Fundraising event in Refugee Week June 2019 we were able to send £2,000
($A3,370) to our partnering charity in Duhok NGO The Lotus Flower to assist them
implement Womenʼs Health workshops and train presenters. This funding enabled them
to commence distribution of 2,200 kits (we supplied in the first shipping container) at
Womenʼs health workshops at Rwanga and Essyan camps for Internally displaced people
and at the Domiz camp for Syrian Refugees. Preparation included intensive training of
refugee women in these camps to present the workshops with over 700 kits being
distributed to women and girls during the initial workshops in December 2019.
We undertook our second 40ft shipping container project – purchasing a second-hand
container in October 2019, collecting and packing donated medical equipment to the
value of $A1.7 million dollars and over 2,900 x Womenʼs Health Kits. Major donations of
equipment came from Healthe Care hospitals at Toronto, Dubbo, Lingard, Maitland and
Westmead Childrenʼs Hospital, Sydney. The shipping container set sail on 2 August 2020
with delivery at the Directorate of Health in Duhok for distribution to the 11 hospitals in
that province. Dr Barazi kindly donated medical books and journals that have been
donated to the School of Medicine in Mosul. We were also able to ensure a number of
valuable, new pieces of medical equipment reached the Sinjar hospital in Northern Iraq.
There is a full report on the following pages.
COVID-19 restrictions commencing in February 2020 had a huge impact on our ability
to hold fundraising events and speak to community groups. It also impacted on our
ability, as a group, to collect and pack the shipping container. To keep the shipping
project moving, Kim and I worked together (meeting strict guidelines and restrictions) in
the confined area of the shipping container to get the equipment packed for shipment.
We were able to fund the project ($A15,000) through our 2019 Christmas Appeal and an
intense campaign on social media and our webpage.
In November 2019 we welcomed Dr. Abdulrazek Barazi and Mohamed Khamis to our
Board of Directors. We have been grateful for the support, enthusiasm and skills they
bring to the board. Back in early 2018, I met Mohamed and he quickly showed interest
and support for our projects as a fellow Humanitarian Volunteer.
In November 2019 Dr Barazi represented Operation Hope when he met with Medical
Professionals and executives at the Directorate of Health, in Duhok, Kurdistan. Following
these meetings, The Directorate of Health agreed to receive our second shipping
container and the contents. Dr Barazi also held initial discussions with officials at the
Directorate of Health in Duhok with the view to Operation Hope Australia Ltd recruiting

Australian Medical Professionals and Primary Health Educators as medical volunteers,
leading workshops and training for medical staff in hospitals in Kurdistan. In Feb 2020,
Dr Barazi and I had a discussion with medical professionals at John Hunter Hospital.
I have had expressions of interest from several humanitarian volunteers to travel to
Kurdistan and document the stories of the Yazidi people – particularly the women
survivors who have been released from ISIS captivity. Unfortunately, with COVID-19
raging across the world we have had to postpone these projects and any travel to
Kurdistan for the immediate future.
The past year has presented opportunities to build valuable relationships with Medical
Professionals in Australia and Kurdistan and with Government and Non-Government
Organisations in Kurdistan and Iraq.
We are very pleased that Mike Jones from Sydney, a certified accountant, volunteered to
be our Auditor. This has saved us a considerable annual fee and we are thankful for his
auditing of our books for this last year.
It is with a grateful heart that I thank each of my Board members, Elected Members and
the Secretary. Their efforts, and in particular Kimʼs efforts, have enabled us to achieve
some pretty large projects that have assisted thousands of refugees and internally
displaced people in Kurdistan. It has also been an additional bonus to be assisting the
health and medical system in Kurdistan, where for many years, war and unrest has taken
a huge toll.
I am also very grateful for all those who have donated – either financially or with medical
and/or humanitarian aid. Our work relies heavily on the donations from our friends and
supporters in the wider community here in Australia and internationally.
I look forward to the year ahead - undertaking new projects and partnering with others
to meet the ongoing needs of the refugees and internally displaced in Kurdistan.
Erica Henley
† Source: Duhok Governorate Board of Relief and Humanitarian Affairs (BRHA) Profile and General Information Annual Report
2018.
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Office bearers
Chairwoman Erica Henley
Erica founded Operation Hope in 2016 as an
extension of her volunteer work which began with
newly arrived refugees and asylum seekers in
Brisbane in 2012.
For a number of years Erica coordinated several
playgroups that drew refugee children and their
families into a warm, accepting and supportive
group within the local community. Erica started
collecting donated household items and furniture
to assist these families as they settled into their
own homes in Brisbane. Erica assisted a large
group of volunteers at her local church who
offered English classes, legal clinics, community
meals – and that work still continues to this day.
Erica relocated to Newcastle, NSW in late 2016 and
that is when Operation Hope became an entity with
Ericaʼs fulltime commitment to fundraising,
volunteering in Kurdistan and scoping projects
where Operation Hope could make a difference in
the lives of the refugees and Internally Displaced
People.

Director Eula McKane
Eula grew up in a strong Christian family, so was
always aware of the inequalities in our world She
has been an Early Childhood teacher for over 40
years and continues to have a strong interest and
concern for children growing up in difficult
situations. Operation Hope has allowed Eula to
extend her support to the wider world in a very real
way.

Secretary Kim Henley

Director Mohamed Khamis

Kim is a Mining Engineer who has worked for Orica
in their Technical Services department for 29
years. Kim has always been a supporter of projects
that promote equality and justice. Thirty years ago
Kim organised a multi faith event to assist
participants to widen their knowledge of other
religions and cultures. Kim has played a significant
administration role in the setting up of Operation
Hope and for the shipping container project, also
checking equipment function and replacing
batteries where required.

Mohamed worked briefly as a teacher, then as a
translator before coming to Australia. In Australia
he was appointed as a consultant to a charity
organisation. He is the head of CARD (Centre of
Arbritration and Resolving Disputes), operating in
the centre as a Family Dispute Mediator. He is a
religious leader in Newcastle. He assisted in the
establishment of Operation Hope, and works
alongside Erica in meeting the needs of refugees
and displaced people in Kurdistan.

Director Helen Davison

Director Abdulrazak Mohamad

For most of her career, Helen worked in various
nursing disciplines before completing an Early
Childhood Teaching qualification in 2001. Her
nursing positions varied from Community Heallth,
Developmentally Delayed people and as a
Breastfeeding Counsellor, while bring up 3
children and volunteering in various church roles
and responsibilities. Helen now supports Erica and
her work with Operation Hope.

Dr Abdulrazak Mohamad is a practicing senior
clinician. He grew up in committed Kurdish family
with roots back to tribal leadership. He is from
Kurdistan , Iraq.
Dr Abdulrazak lived in his home country and went
through dictatorships and harsh handing of his
people experiencing oppression, discrimination
and displacement. His reaction is to endorse
mutual respect, finding common ground and
overcome gaps in opinion and equity.
He is working with many charity organisations and
community development groups.
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Women’s Hygiene
Workshops
Operation Hope sent 2,200 hygiene kits
in our shipping container which arrived
in Kurdistan in March 2019. The kits
were provided by Chapters of “Days for
Girls” in New South Wales and
Queensland. On arrival in Kurdistan the
kits were given to our partner
organisation, The Lotus Flower. The
Lotus Flower runs activities and
programmes at womenʼs centres in
three refugee camps in Kurdistan with
a
strong
focus
on
mending
communities broken by the conflict
with ISIS. The approach is to combine
women from different groups and
religions to work together and break
down barriers by building trust.
The Refugee Week fund raising in June
achieved a total of $A3,370.00 which
was sent to The Lotus Flower to run the
workshops in the refugee camps. Four
women from different social and
religious backgrounds were trained
over several days to present the
workshops to girls aged 10-16.
Training was provided by Vian Ahmed,
Regional Manager of The Lotus Flower,
with workshops starting in December
and by the end of February 2020, 700
kits were distributed in Rwanga refugee
camp.
Vian said, “One of the main programs
the Lotus Flower is running in IDP
camps in Iraq, in partnership with
Operation Hope Australia and the
Presbyterian Church in the US, is the

Vian training the presenters

The presenters practising their skills

The workshops began with young girls aged 10-16
Girls Hygiene project that teaches
young
girls
menstrual
hygiene
management and provides them with
reusable kits as a sustainable solution
to manage their periods. The goal of
menstrual hygiene management is to
ensure that women and girls can
manage their periods in a way that is
not only healthy, but that enables their
full participation in school, work, and
other activities.”

Fund raising 2019 - 2020
Most of 2019-2020 was focussed on preparing the contents for the shipping
container. One major appeal at Christmas 2019 was focussed on raising the funds
for the shipping. This Christmas appeal raised $8,000.00, while a further $7,000
was raised between January and June 2020.

25-30 participants attended each health workshop

The arrival of Covid-19 caused the cancellation of many speaking opportunities
Erica had organised in 2020, resulting on fewer new contacts and lower donations.
We also took the decision to pack the contents of the container without assistance
which would have increased the number of contacts outside our family group.
However, the many contacts of the Facebook group continued to show support for
our work and sufficient funds were raised for the shipping project.

Plans for 2020 on hold
It was origninally envisaged that we would take a number of medical specialists to
Kurdistan in 2020 to provide training to doctors and allied health practitioners.
There are a large number of doctors, nurses and specialists who are interested in
assisting in Kurdistan, but the necessary travel restrictions mean that these plans
must wait until Covid-19 is no longer a threat.
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2019/2020 Shipping
Container Project
T

his was the second 40ft shipping container which Operation Hope has sent to
the Duhok region in Kurdistan, containing medical equipment donated from
mostly NSW hospitals and humanitarian relief items. With a total new
replacement value of $A1.7 million we owe a big thank you to every person and
organisation who donated. We could not have done this without your generous
contribution which has assisted thousands of Refugees and Internally Displaced
people.
Although we had no intention of sending a second shipping container, Toronto
Private Hospital (in Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia) offered 2 x anaesthetic
machines, starting the second second shipping container project. We purchased a
shipping container, storing this at the Orica yard near Singleton – and we collected,
packaged and stored each item. Kim and I spent most of February to May
collecting, repairing, charging batteries, packing and sorting the donated
equipment.
The container sailed on 2 August 2020 from Sydney to the port of Mersin in Turkey
then travelled overland to the Ibrahim Khalil Border, through customs and into
Duhok arriving 27 September 2020. Contents have been distributed to 4
beneficiaries as follows:
Sinjar hospital in Northern Iraq received:
•
•
•
•
•

Stethoscope,
Defibrillator,
Paediatric Ventilator,
PPE masks,
Oxygen Concentrator (new),

• Oxygen cylinder (new),
• Oxygen Filling Station/compressor
(new),
• Oxygen Analysers (new)

NGO “The Lotus Flower” who work in Refugee Camps near Duhok, Kurdistan
received:
• 2,913 x Womenʼs Health Kits that will be distributed through Womenʼs Health
workshops to 3 refugee camps in the Duhok region.
• Operation Hope has now supplied a total of 5,000 kits
School of Medicine in Mosul, Northern Iraq received 4 x Boxes of Medical books
and Journals.

The Directorate of Health in Duhok received for their 11 hospitals in the
Duhok province:
• 5 x Anaesthetic machines
• 8 x Video Otoscopes with 6,000
replaceable specula (all new)
• Hospital Beds
• 7 x Patient Monitors
• Blood Refrigerator
• Physiotherapy Equipment
• 5 x Defibrillators
• Resuscitators
• 2 x ECGs
• 3 x Metal Stands
• Baby Cot
• Surgical Drapes (new)
• Infant Incubator
• 2 x Surgical Microscopes
• Infant Intensive Care Centre
• Tourniquet Inflator
• 58 x Infusion Pumps
• 100 x Tracheal Tube
• Theatre Instruments for Surgery
• Vapourisers
• 2 x 48” LCD Display Screens
• Ventilator
• Leg Brace (mechanical)
• Ventilator – Transportable
• Mobility aids – crutches, callipers
etc
• Wheelchairs – 11 manual + 1
electric
• Oxygen Concentrator
Thank you to our many donors – organisations, hospitals and individuals for their
kind and generous donations of medical and hospital equipment, medical books
and journals, Womenʼs Health Kits and financial donations.
Thank you to the Directorate of Health staff, in Duhok who provided all logistics in
Kurdistan including border, customs clearance and transport, and assisted with
unpacking and distribution to all beneficiaries.
Cost of Project: $A15,000
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Project Photos

Recognition

The shipping container project could not
have been completed without the valuable
contribution of medical equipment from
hospitals in Newcastle, Dubbo and Sydney.
Shown here is the first anaesthetic machine
donated by Toronto Private Hospital, to
which other hospitals added another four.

In 2019, Erica and Kim were honoured to be
awarded a Paul Harris Fellow by the Toronto
Rotary Club in recognition of their work in
Iraq and Kurdistan.

Dubbo Private Hospital provided about 2.5
tonnes of equipment, including the Surgical
Microscopes. The Dubbo Rotary clubs
provided wonderful support in gathering a
team to load the truck and additionally paid
for truck hire and fuel.
After the testing of all the equipment (where
possible) and safely packaging it for
shipping, it was satisfying to be able to load
the container after many months of work.
Although it was not as full as our first
container, the value of the equipment was
very high. Erica has her hand on the oxygen
concentrator/compressor for Sinjar/Sinune
Hospital.

In February 2020, the work of Operation
Hope and Erica was recognised in the NSW
Legislative Assembly by Greg Piper, MP.
Ericaʼs work was further recognised by Rotary
International, as joint winner of the Zone 8
(Australia - South Pacific) 2019-2020
Humanitarian Award.
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Profit and Loss

Balance Sheet

12 months ended 30 June 2020

As at 30 June 2020
Jun-20

Income
Donations
Interest Income
Sales
Ticket Sales. Input Taxed
Total Income
Less Cost of Sales
Border Fees
Demurrage
Total Cost of Sales
Gross Profit
Less Operating Expenses
Advertising
Construction
Consulting & Accounting
Customs
Depreciation
Donations to Charitable Orgs
Educational Supplies
Educational Supplies GST Incl.
Fund Raising Costs
Insurance
Medical Supplies
Other supplies
Other Supplies GST Incl.
PayPal Fees
Printing & Stationery
Refugee Other
Repairs / Maintenance to Donated Goods
Stripe Fees
Taxi
Transport
Vehicle Hire
Total Operating Expenses
Net Profit

Jun-19

Jun-20

Jun-19

8,170

4,815

8,170

4,815

(3,421)

(3,421)

3,421

3,421

-

-

8,170

4,815

Assets
13,823
4
13,827

27,260
7
12
1,992
29,271

Bank
Operation Hope
Total Bank
Fixed Assets
Accumulated Depreciation - other

13,827

3,222
4,405
7,627
21,644

Plant & Equipment Other
Total Fixed Assets
Total Assets
Liabilities

500 3,050
3,774
74
215
136
245
517
327
78
54
1,266

Current Liabilities

424
962

Accounts Payable

(152)

-

(88)

(3)

Total Current Liabilities

(239)

(3)

Total Liabilities

(239)

(3)

8,410

4,818

Current Year Earnings

3,591

(6,956)

Retained Earnings

4,818

11,774

8,410

4,818

GST
626
3,421
4,812
729
150
4
6,787
67
156
1,017
2,438
18
325
6,357
309

10,235

28,600

3,591

(6,956)

Notes
This statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and the
accompanying Compilation Report.

Net Assets
Equity

Total Equity

Notes
This statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements and the
accompanying Compilation Report.
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Auditor’s Report

Our Thanks

We have audited the accompanying financial report, being a special purpose financial report, of
Operation Hope Australia Ltd, which comprises the balance sheet as at 30 June 2020, and the profit
and loss for the year then ended, a summary of significant accounting policies, other explanatory
notes and the directors' declaration.

Thanks to the following organisations and companies for support that has made
our 2019/2020 project possible.

1. The Responsibility of the Directors for the Financial Report
The directors of the company are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial
report and have determined that the accounting policies described in Note 1 to the financial
statements, which form part of the financial report are appropriate to meet the financial reporting
requirements of the company's constitution and are appropriate to meet the needs of the members.
The directors' responsibilities also includes designing, implementing and maintaining internal control
relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report that is free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies;
and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Sea Transport Management WA provided low-cost shipping to Mersin Turkey to
support our work.

2. Auditorʼs Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. No opinion is
expressed as to whether the accounting policies used, as described in Note 1, are appropriate to meet
the needs of the members. We conducted our audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards.
These Auditing Standards require that we comply with relevant ethical requirements relating to audit
engagements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial
report is free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures
in the financial report. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's
preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity's internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made, as well as evaluating
the overall presentation of the financial report.
The financial report has been prepared for distribution to members for the purpose of fulfilling the
directors' financial reporting under the company's constitution. We disclaim any assumption of
responsibility for any reliance on this report or on the financial report to which it relates to any person
other than the members, or for any purpose other than that for which it was prepared.

The Lotus Flower continues to work closely with Operation Hope Australia to
distribute humanitarian aid and clothes.

Hospitals of the Healthe Care group provided the largest quantity of medical
equipment for this shipment. Hospitals included, Toronto, Dubbo, Lingard,
Maitland.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis
for our audit opinion.

3. Independence
In conducting our audit, we have complied with the independence requirements of the Australian
professional ethical pronouncements.

4. Auditor's Opinion
In our opinion, the financial report presents fairly, in all material respects the financial position of
Operation Hope Australia Ltd as at 30 June 2020 and of its financial performance for the year then
ended in accordance with the accounting policies described in Note 1 to the financial statements.

The many Days for Girls volunteers in NSW and Qld who have sewn and stitched
5,000 hygiene kits that we have shipped to The Lotus Flower for distribution to
women and girls in the refugee camps.

Rotary Toronto has been unstinting in their support of
the work of Operation Hope. We have relied heavily on
their encouragement, support and additional funds
they have been able to donate.
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Essyan Camp, Duhok Province, Kurdistan

Photo credits: Layla, a refugee from Essyan Camp.
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